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Abstract

A realistic system for planning with unccrtaln in-
formation in partially observable domains must
be able to reason about sensing actions and to
condition its further actions on the sensed infor-
mation. Among implemented planning systems,
we can distinguish two approaches to contingent
decision-theoretic planning. The first is char-
acterized by a highly unconstrained plan space,
while the second is characterized by a constrained
and inflexible specification of plan space. In this
paper, we take a middle ground between these
two approaches that we consider to be more prac-
tical. We perm/t ttLe nser to specie" the. structure
of the space of possible plans to bc considered but
to do so in a flexible manner. This flexibility is
obtained through the use of a modular represen-
tation. VV~ separate the representation of actions
from the representation of domain relations and
we separate those from the representation of the
plan space. Acti,ms and domain relations are rep-
resented with schematic Ba~s net fragments and
plan space is represented using programming lan-
guage constructs. We present a planning system
that can find optimal plans given this rcpresen-
tation.

Introduction
A realistic system for planning with uncertain infor-
mation in partially observable domains must be able
to reason about sensing actions and to condition its
further actions on the sensed information. This is nec-
essary in order to reduce uncertainty about the world
and increase the likelihood of plan success. Among im-
plemented planning systems, we can distinglfish two
approaches to contingent decision-theoretic planning.
The first is characterized by the C-Buridan planner
(Draper, Hanks, & Weld 1994). C-Buridan is a prob-
abilistic nonlinear planner that first generates a non-
contingent plan and theJa considers places where sens-
ing actions and contingencies may be added in order
to increase the probability of success. By doing this,
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the planner considers and must search through the
infinite space of all possible contingent plans and so
the approach tends to be rather inefficient. The sec-
ond approach is characterized by the DRIPS planner
(Haddawy, Doan, & Goodwin 1995). DRIPS considers
only a finite space of possible plans structured into an
abstraction hierarchy. Sensing actions and contingent
actions are prespecified. Actions in DRIPS have condi-
tional effects and this feature is used to implement con-
tingent actions. A contingent action is cxeated manu-
ally by the user by folding the ~arious contingent ac-
tions into a single action description and using the ac-
tion conditions to choose the effects that represent the
c~ntingent choice. A plan is simply a sequence of con-
tingent actions. While DRIPS is highly efficient when
provided with a good abstraction hierarch); its repre-
sentation of contingent plans has two disadvantages.
First, once the contingent action descriptions are cre-
ated, modifying the contingencies is difficult. Second,
representing a sequence of actions that is contingent
on some outcome is extremely cumbersome.

In this paper, we take a middle ground between these
two approaches that we consider to be more practi-
cal. Our approach is inspired by practice in medical
decision making. To find optimal treatment policies,
researchers in medical decision analysis (Erkel et al.
1996) typically utilize the following procedure: deter-
mine the probabilistic models of actions and domain
relationships, specie" the constraints on the possible
plan space, construct the decision trees satisfying the
constraints, manually compute the branching probabil-
ities of the decision trees, and solve, the decision trees
to find the optimal policies. We find appealing the
idea that the iL~er of a planning system be permitted
to provide whatever domain knowledge he has in the
form of constraints on the plan space. So we would like
to support this general methodology while relieving the
user of the burden of constructing decision trees and
computing branch probabilities. Our approach permits
the user to specify the structure of the space of pos-
sible plans to be considered but to do so in a flexible
manner. This flexibility is obtained through the use
of a modular representation. We separate the repre-
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sentation of actions from the representation of domain
relations and we separate these from the representa-
tion of the plan space. Actions and domain relations
are described with sets of rules ill a knowledge base rep-
resenting schematic Bayesian network fragments. The
plan space is represented by using programming lan-
guage constructs. Contingent execution of actions is
represented in the plazl space specification, so it is sep-
arated from the action descriptions. The language for
speci~’ing the plan space allows us not just to rep-
resent contingent actions but to represent contingent
plan sub-spaces. For example, after performing a sens-
ing action, the set of reasonable fitrther courses of ac-
tion to consider may be dependent on the outcome of
that sensing action. Our representation can capture
such structure. Specifically, we represent plan space
using plan schemes, which are programs in which steps
are non-deterministic choices mnong conditional plaals
and sequencing is controlled by conditionals

Vfe present an implemented planning system that
effectively searches through the space defined by the
above representation to find the optimal plan. Our
system gains efficiency by using a combination of tech-
niques for creating compact Bayesian network struc-
tures to evaluate plans. In a previous paper (Ngo,
Haddawy, & Helwig 1995), we presented a framework
for representing actions and domahl knowledge with
a knowledge base of context-sensitive temporal prob-
ahility logic sentences. Plans were evaluated by con-
stnwting and evaluating a Bayesian network tailored
to represent each plmx. The plan evahtation algorithm
presented in this paper builds upon and extends that
framework in two ways. First, we present procedures
for knowledge-b~.sed constnmtion of compact Bayesian
networks for evaluation of contingent plans.

Second, we present a method of effectively using dis-
crete Bayesian networks to evaluate actions and do-
main relations involving fimctionai effects and ~xri-
ables with potentially infinite state spaces. Our sys-
tem atttomatieally abstracts the state space of such
variables so that only states of non-zero probability
are reasoned about. The algorithm does this by sym-
bolically propagating state information.

Planning Example
Consider the following planning problem which will be
used as a running example throughout this paper. It
is winter time and you wish to drive across the nmun-
tains. The main problem you need to deal with is snow
on the mountain pass. You have various actions you
can perform, which all take time and during that time
snow may be falling. You can find out whether it is
currently snowing or not by calling the weather report.
The report is very accurate azld the call takes only 10
minutes and costs nothing. The mountain passes are
controlled by the highway patrol and if the snow is
beyond a certain depth, they will not allow cars to
proceed without chains on the tires. If the snow is
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too deep they will simply stop all traffic. You do not
currently own chains but you can go to the store and
buy thenl before leaving town. That takes one hour
and costs $40.00. You have two routes you can take
through the mountains: (RoadA, Passl, RoadB) or
(RoaxlC. Pass2, RoadD). RoadA is slower than RoadC
but Pass2 has a more restrictive controls than Pass1.
On Passl, if the snow is less than 2 inches all cars can
proceed. If it is between 2 and 6 inches only cars with
chains can proceed. If it ks greater than 6 inches, the
t~ss is closed. On Pass2, the cutoff depths are 1 azld
5 inches, respectively. While you are perfornfing }’our
various actions, snow may be falling. If too nmdl snow
falls, the passes may be closed. The question we would
like. to answer is: What is your optimal plan if you wish
to reach your destination as soon as possible?

Notice the issues that nmst be addressed in order to
solve this problem:

¯ We must be able to represent the process of the snow
frdling, which is independent of the agent’s actions.

¯ The snow level is a function of the rate of snowfall
azld the anmunt of time that has passed, so we nmst
be able to represent functional effects on random
variahles.

¯ We nmst be able to represent sensing actions like ob-
taining the weather report and actions or plans that
are performed contingent on the sensed information.

¯ We must be able to represent the space of possible
plans to be considered.

Modular Representation of Action and
Domain Models

To represent a planning problem, we must represent
the state of the world and how it evolves with time, as
well as the actions available to the planning agent. We
describe the state of the world with a set of random
variables, which we represent as predicates. We require
that each predicate have at least one attribute repre-
senting the value of the corresponding RV. By conven-
tion we take this to be the last attribute. For exaznple,
the RV snow-level can be represented by a two-position
predicate snowlevel(T, V), where T is the time point,
and 1- is the real mtmbered value representing the snow
level at T.

We describe action effects and domain relations
with probabilistic sentences2. A probabilistic sen-
tence (p-sentence) in our language has the form
Pr(AolAi ..... A,) = a 6- Bt ..... B,,,-~Ct ..... "~Ck,
where the Ai, Bj mxd C,. are atoms and a is a mtm-
ber in the [0, 1] interval. The meaning of such a sen-
tence is "in the context that Bj are true, and none
of Ck is shown to be tree, Pr(Ao[Ai ..... A,) = ~.

The context serves to select the appropriate proba-
bilistic relation between the RVs. In this paper, action

"For a detailed formed description of the representation
Imtguagc see (Ngo. Haddawy, & Helwig 1995).
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Pr{time(T, X + 120)~time(T- t. X)) 
4-- DrilmOnRoadA(T -- I)

Pr(hasChains(T, yes)) = 1 4-- BuyChains(T- 
Pr(time(T. X + SO)[time(T- I,X)) = I ~- BuyChains(T- 1)
Pr(cost(T, X + 40)[cost(T- l, X)) = 1 4-BuyChalns(T- I}

Pr(weatherReport(T, X)[snow f ali(T - I, X }) 
4-- GetWeatherReport~T - I)

Pr(time(T,X + lO)]time(T- 1, X)) 
4- GetH,’eatherRepor’t{T - 1)

Pr( anowlet, el(T. X l ) ]snow f all(T I, r, one).
snou:ievel(T - 1, Xl), time(T. X2),lime(T - [, X3)) = 

Pr(snowlevei(T, .~’1 + 0.01 - (X2 - X3))I
snou~ fall( T - I, moderate), steowlet, el( T - 1, X | 
time(T, X2),t/me(T - 1,X3)) = 

Pr(sno,vlevel(T, X1 0. 05 = (X 2 - X:l))[
snow f ail(T - 1, heavy), snowle,:el(T - 1, X1),
time(T, X2),time(T - 1, X3)) ---- 

Pr(time(X + tO0, T)~time{X,T- I)) 4- Faiiure(T- t)
Pr(hasChains(T, X)JhasChains(T- I, X)) 

4- -,BuyChains(T - 1)

PT.( snow f all(O, none)) = .25" Pr( snow fall( O. moderate)) = .35:
Pr(snotofail(O, heavy)) = .4Pr(hasChains(O, no)) 

Figure 1: A portion of the knowledge base modelling
the driving domain.

descriptions are ahvays represented by p-sentences in
which the context is the predicate representing the a~:-
tion. Domain relations are represented by p-sentences
with no context. So given a plan represented by a set
of actions, the model construction algorithm uses the
context information to select the reJations among RVs
that hold within the context of that plan.

We represent time by nsing discrete time points, as
well as a RV time to indicate the metric time at each
time point. For example, the following rule says that
if you choose to drive on road A then it will certainly
take 120 tinle units.

Pr(time(T,X + 120)ltime(T- 1,X)) = 1 ~--
DriveOnRoadA(T- 1).

Not all predicates need inchlde a time point as a
parameter. Predicates without a tinle point refer to
fa~ts that axe independent of time.

In addition to the action descriptions, we need to
model two kinds of domain knowledge: intrinsic causal
or correlate relationships and persistence rules. In our
example, snow-fall is a process independent of our ac-
tions. As a result, snow-level depends solely on the
snow-fall and the passing time. The basic assumption
of persistence is that if the state of a variable is not
known to be affected by actions or other events over a
period of time, it will tend to remain unchanged over
that period. In our example, the predicate hasChains
persists unless the action BuyChains occurs.

Figure 1 shows some of the p-sentences for mod-
elling our example planning problem. For example,
the second set of sentences describes the effect of buy-
i~Lg chains: the duration is 60 minutes, the cost is

Figure 2: The BN model of (a) DriveOnRoadA,...; (b)
GetWeatherReport~ (c) BuyChains actions. (d) 
domain model of snow level. (e) The persistence rule
for hasChains.

$40, and the agent certainly has chains. The fourth
set of sentences describes how the snow level is func-
tionally related to the time and the rate of snow-
fall. The last set of sentences describes the initial
state of the world. The sentences describing the ac-
tions and domain relations are diagrammatically de-
picted as Bayesian network fragments in Figure 2.
The actions DriveRoa~lB, DriveRoadC, DriveRoadD,
PutOnChaius, TakeOffChains, PasslWithoutChains,
Pass2WithoutChains,PasslWithChains,
Pass2WithChains are modelled in the same way as
DriveOnRoadA. If the snow level at one pass exceeds
a certain limit, the through traffic is blocked. We con-
sider such a situation a failure of the plan and interpret
it as "it will take a long time to reach the destination".
To simplify the example, we model faihtre by the action
Failure. which has 100 unit duration.
The Combining Rules

When two or more actions or events influence the
state of a RV, we need to know the probability dis-
tribution of that RV given all possible combinatiop_s
of states of the actions and events. For example, if B
and C influence A we need to know P(AIB, C). In such
situations we need some way of inferring the combined
influence from the individual influences. Combining
rules such as generalized noisy-OR and noisy-AND are
commonly used to construct sucJa combined influences
in Bayesian networks. A combining rule takes as input
a set o] p-sentences which have the same RV in their
consequents and produces the combined effect of the
antecedents on the conmmn consequent.

The combining rides are generally
domain-dependent. One plausible rule is that actions
take precedence over other causes. For example, if the
BuyChains action is chosen to be performed at time
5, then the status of hasChains at time 6 does not de-
pend on its status at the l)revious time points. In our
current implementation, we provide such a dominance
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rule for temporal reasoning. If tile user specifies that
a probabilistic sentence R1 dominat~ another prob-
abilistic sentence R2 then when the context of R1 is
satisfied, R1 is used aal(I R2 is eliminated from consid-
eration in that context.

Contingent Plans
We represent a contingent plan (CP) using a pro-
gramming language in which the primitive statements
are the actions and there are only two control struc-
tures: sequential and conditional (by using the CASE
construct). Each sequential step is labelled. CASE
structures can be nested. The conditions of CASE can
refer to the values of RVs in previous time slices. We
always a.ssume that ill a CASE construct the different
branching conditions are nmtually exclusive.

Example 1 In the following CP, the sequence of ac-
tions (including possible faihtre) after DriveOnRoadA
is continqent on the snow level at the pass and whether
the agent is carrying chains.

sl: DrivcOnRoadA
CASE after sl smm, lcvol< 2:

sll: P~mslWitlmntChains; s12: DriveOnRoadB
after sl snowh’vel > 2 AND after sl snowlevel
< 6 AND beforo sl hasChains is yes:

s13: PutOnChaixts: s14: PasslwithChains;
s15: TMceOffChains: s16: Drivc,OnRoadB

a,ftcr sl snowlevel > 6 OR
{~d’tcr sl snowlcvel > 2 AND after sl sxmwlcvel
< 6 AND before sl ttasChains is no):

s17: failure
END CASE

In a CP, we call a sequence of consecutive actions in
the plan which does not contain the CASE or END-
CASE keywords a (sequential) plan fragment. A 
can be represented by a graph of its maximal plan frag-
ments as shown in Figure 3. In the figure, the nanles
starting with F denote maximal plan fragments. In
the graph rel)resentation, each horizontal har repre-
sents a maximal plan fragment and is annotat~l with
the corresponding name of the fragment. The lines
connecting the horizontal hars represent the diverging
(corresponding to the CASE keyword) and converging
(corresponding to the ENDCASE keyword) links. The
diverging links are annotated with the corresponding
conditions in the program.

The Goal of Plan Projection

In this paper, we are interested in evaluating the prob-
ability distribution of some RVs, which are called goal
RVs, at the end of the performmlce of a CP. Notice
that suc_h a plan has several branching possihilities,
each with a specific time length and a specific proba-
bility of occurrence. For exaanple, one branda of the
CP in Pigure 3 is (FO, F1,Fll, F6). Suppose the CP
P has n possible branches ~-i, i = 1 ..... n, the proba-
bility of occurrence of brmlcla ~’,. (or probability of the
conjunction of conditions on .T/) is Pr(Yl), the length
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Figure 3: The graph model of a contingent plait.

(duration) of branch ~’i is ni mad we want to evahtare
the probability that an (atemporal) RV X achieving
the value x. The desired probability is given by the
following fi)rnmla:

Pr(X = ziP) = E;’__~(P,’iA~I.~,) × Pr(.T,))
where Ai is the grmmd atom in our language repre-

senting the fact that the RV X achieves the value .r at
time nl and Pr(Ail.~’i) is the probability of A; when
~’i is actually performed.

For exanaple, if the CP in the example 1 is performed
at time point 0 then the probability distribution of its
duration is deternfined by:
Pr(tim,’(a.X)l~.) Pr(~rt) + Pr(timc(4. X) l.Tr..,) x
Pr(~._,) Pr(timc(2, X) ]~) x Pr

wl,(’r(" .~’i (h,m fits
(DriveonRoadA(O), Passl W it.boutChains(1).
DriveonRoadB(2). snon:level(1. Y). Y < 2)..~., denotes
(Drim’onR~mdA(O). Putoncbains(1): Passlwithcbairts( 
Takeoff chains(3), DriveonRoadB( 4), .~nowlevel(1. 
Y > 2, Y < 6. hasCbains(O, yes)) mul ~:l de.notes
(DrivconRoadA(O), Failure(I): nnowlevel(1, 
(Y > 6 OR (2 < Y < 6, hasCbains(O, no))))

We compute such probability distributions by con-
strutting and evaluating BN naodels.

Plan Fragments and Their BN Models

A (sequential) plan fragment is a sequence of actions.
If F is the plan fragment (A(I) ..... AI’)) and t is a
fixed tilne point, we use Ft to denote the ~concrete"
plan (AII) at") ), where A~.i) "

....... /+tt--1 ineans the action
A(I) is performed at time point r ~. We say" t is the
starting time and t + n is tile ending time of Ft.

In order to build a BiN" model to evaluate a CP. we
construct the BN model for each maximal plval frag-
ment (a maximal sequence of actions with CASE con-
struct). The BN model of the CP will be a graph of
those component BNs. BN-graphs will be introduced
in the next section. Assume we waaat to construct a
B.N" re evaluate the effect of a plan fragment F on a
set of RVs. We a.ssmne that F is performed at a time
point T, where T is a variable, and try to construct a
paranleterized BN for F which will be instantiated to a
concrete BN at (’oncrete time t)oints when we combine
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Figure 4: A BN-graph model of a contingent plan.

the fragments. We formulate the problem as evaluat-
ing the effect of the "concrete~ plan FT on the goal
RVs at time T + n.

We adapt the procedure BUI’LD-NET which was
presented in (iN’go, Haddawy, & Helwig 19957 to the
current framework to construct parameterized and con-
ditional BNs. The concept of conditional Bayesian net-
works has been used by several researchers, including
(Davidson & Fehling 1994). We call a DAG a condi-
tional BiN" if we can construct from it a B.N" by assign-
ing prior probability distributions to some of its nodes
which do not have incoming arcs. We call such nodes
input RVs. In our planning settings the input RVs are
RVs at the starting time point of plan fragments. For
example, the BN-fragments other than BN-FO in Fig-
ure 4 are conditional: the prior probability distribution
of their starting state RVs is provided by the sequence
of preceeding BiN’-fragments. To emphasize that nor-
real BNs have no missing link matrices, we call them
unconditional BNs.

We denote the BN constructed by BUILD-NET
when the input consists of the plan fragment F,
the starting time T, ending time T + n and the
set of goal RVs G by BN(F,T,T + n,G). As
an example, Figure 5.(a) shows the conditional 
BN( (PasslWithoutChains(T), DrireOnRoadB(T 
1)i, T, T + 2, {time(T + 2)}) constructed by our proce-
dure to evaluate the plan fragment
(PasslWithoutChains(T),DriveOnRoadB(T 1)
with respect to the goal RV time. Figttre 5.(b)
shows the conditional BN to evaluate the plan frag-
ment (DriveOnRoadA(T)) with respect to the goal
snowLevel and time. Compared to the action model
of DriveOnRoadA in Figure 2, the additional nodes
and links are created by using domain information on
snowLevel.

Bayesian Network-Graphs

A CP can be represented as a graph in which each link
is annotated with an optional condition and each node
contains a plan fragment F (see Figltre 3). In the pre-
vious section we presented the concept of BN(F, T, T+
n, G), the conditional BN for evaluating a plan frag-
ment F. In order to evaluate the whole CP, we connect
those BNs into a BN-graph.

Example 2 I] the CP is represented as a graph o]
mazimal plan fragments in Figure 3 and we have a

(B)

Figure 5: (a)
BN( (PasslWithoutChains(T), DriveOnRoadB(T 
1)), T,T + 2, {time(Y + 2)});
(b) BIV((DriveOnPa dA(T)),T,T + 1, {time(T 
1), snowLevel(T + 1)}).

(conditional or unconditional) BN .for each maximal
plan fragment then we can connect those BNs into a
graph form shown in Figure ~. In Figure 4, each BN.
Fi, i > O, is the conditional BN of Fi. BN-Fo is the
unconditional BN of Fo.

In genexal terms, a BN-graph is an acyclic graph
of (conditional or unconditional) BN-fragrnents which
satisfies (1) there is a root node from which every node
can be reached by a directed path: (2) if there are more
than one arc departing from a node and one of the arcs
is annotated with a condition then each such arc must
be annotated with a condition; (3) the conditions an-
notated to arcs departing from a common node are
mutually exclusive and covering; (4) the conjunction
of the conditions along any directed path must be con-
sistent; and (5) when we connect the BN-fragments 
a maximal directed path the result is an tmconditional
BIN" without repeating nodes.

Let X be the set of all RVs in a BN-graph G and x
be one walue assignment of X. Then, there is one and
only one maximal directed path b in G such that the
conjunction of the conditions on b is consistent with
x. We define the probability of x induced by the G as
Prc,(x) = Prb(x), where Prb is the probability func-
tion induced by the BN formed from b.

Figure 5 shows two conditional BNs constructed by
our procedure for two plan fragments. The purpose
is constructing the BNs relevant to the evaluation of
the final goal RV time after performing plan fragments
( DriveOnRoadA ) and
(PasslWithoutChains, DriveOnRoadB) of the first
branch of the CP in example 1. The process starts
with the final goal RV and the action DriveOnRoadB.
The input RVs of BN((PasslWithoutChains(T),
DriveOnRoadB(T+ 1)), T, T+ 2, {time(T+ 2)}); and
the observable RV snowLevel(T) become the goal
RVs of BN( (DriveOnRoadA(T)), T, 1,{t ime(T +
1), snowLevel(T + 1)}). snowLevel is considered be-
cause it appears in the conditions of the given CP.

Notice that we do not generate the entire BN-graph
but only the portion relevant to the goal RVs. For
example, the snow level is not considered while driving
through the pass and road B. This strate~, makes the
procedure more efficient.
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Step l : sl : Get%’treatherReport
Step 2: CASE

after sl report is llO-SllOW:
Step 2.l: CHOICE sll: Drivm*,,R,,adA:

sl 2: Passl VVithoutChains; ~ 13: I)riveonR,mdB
OR .-.14: DriveonRoad(’:

s l 5: Pas..~2WithoutChai,s: s 16: DrivPonRoadD
after sl report is moderate or heavy snow:

Step 2.2: CHOICE s21: BuyChains OR s22: noacl.
Step 2.3: CHOICE .,;31: DriveonRoadA

CASE after s31 snow-level SiS 2:
s32: Pass 1 ~Vil houl t"hains:s-’|3: DriveonRoadB

(after s31 snow-level is between 2 and 6)
and (after s31 hasChains is yes):
s34: Puto.Chains[ s35: Passl%VithChains;
s3fl: TakeolfChains: s37: DrivponRoadB

(after s:ll snow-lewd SgS flJ or
(after s:ll snow-level is betwee. 2 and 6)
and (alter s31 hasChains is ,o):

haS: failure
END CASE

OR s41 : Driveo.RoadC
CASE after s41 snow-level SiS I:

.42: Pass2WithoutChains;s43: DriveonRoadD
(aft.er s41 snow-level is between I and g)
and (after s4l lmsC’hains is yes):

s44: P,tonCImi,s: s45: Pass2WithChains:
s4fl: TakeoffChai,s; .~47: DriveonRoadD

(after s41 mlow-level $~.$ 5) 
{after .~41 s.ow-level is I)elweell ] and ~))
a.d (after s41 hasCImins is .o):

s4g: failure
END CASE

END CASE

Figure 6: The example plan sc]mn[e.

A Decision-Theoretic Planner

Decision-Theoretic plaaaners search for an optimal
or near-optimal plan in some specifed space of pos-
sible plans..Many planning systems assume that the
space is simply the infinite space defined by all possi-
ble sequences of actions from some set.. e.g. (Draper,
Hazlks, & %Veld 1994). But for many practical plan-
ning problems, constrahlts can be placed on the space
of possible plans. In our example: no reasonable plan
shotdd recommend the action Get%VeatherReport or
BuyChalns after going through the pass. We specify
the constraints on the plan space by" using program-
ruing language control constructs which are used to
specify CPs.

%Ve represent plan space I)y using plan schemes. To
represent a non-deterministic choice we use the con-
struct: CHOICE plan-scheme1 OR plan-scheme~2 OR
.... A plan scheme is an extended form of a CP with
CHOICE constructs. A plan step in a plan scheme
is either a CHOICE construct, a CASE construct,
or a maximal sequence of actions without embedded
CHOICE or CASE construct.

The plan scheme in Figure 6 has five plan steps.
GetWeatherReport is always performed first. In the
next step BuyChalns niav be chosen if the weather
report L~ there is snow. Depending on the result of
the weather report, different sequences of actions may
be selected. If the report is no-snow, we can choose
between Pass 1 and Pass 2. If the report is snow, we
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cat still choose between Pass 1 and Pa.~s 2 but the
plans must have contingencies.

Given the plan scheme in Figure 6, we want to find
the CP, in the plan space specified by the plan scheme,
that minimizes the expected value of execution time.
We can represent an arbitrary utility fimction by a
speciM node with fiinctional effect whose parents are
input variables of the fimction. In our example, the
utility fimction is represented by the time variable.

Generalized BN-graphs

One BN-graph encodes the prohabilistic structure of
one CP. We use a generalized form of BN-graph to store
all probabilistic information necessary for the evahta-
tion of all CPs implied by a plan scheme.

A generalized BN-graph is a structure similar to
BN-graph. The only difference is that generalized BN-
graphs contain also CHOICE nodes which specify dif-
ferent alt ernative~s.

The procedure to generate a generalized BN-graph is
a simple extension of the BN-graph generation proce-
dure. It is a backward chaining procedure which starts
with the input utility variable and the last plan steps in
the input plan scheme and generates the corresponding
B:N’-fragments of relevant variables. The input vari-
ables of these BN-fragments are used to construct the
B.N-fragments for the preceeding plm, steps.

Figure 7 shows the generalized BN-graph of the plan
scheme in Figure 6. In the figure, B2¥-BnyChains,
for example, is the conditional BN for the alternative
BuyChains.

Evaluation Procedures

Given a KB, a plan scheme and a utility fimction, the
system needs to produce a plan(s) in the plan space
specified by the plan scheme that maximizes expected
utility. We use a two-step process which is conunonly
used in Influence Diagranl evahmtion. In the first step,
a generalized B.N-graph and a decision tree are built.
Because a generalized B.N’-graph of a given plan scheme
contains also its branching structure, we just simply
unfold the constructed generalized BN-graph to get
the corresponding decision tree. The main part of the
next step invoh’es the computation of probability val-
ues, which is performed on the constructed general-
ized B.N’-graph. After that we use a simple algorithm
*tinned sum-and-fold-back which is similar to average-
out-and-fold-back method (Ralffa 1968) to find the op-
timal plan.

Implementation Issues

Our system is written in Common LISP. Probabilis-
tic sentences which share a common consequence and
context are bundled in a rule. For exanlple, the three
p-sentences specifying the prior probability of snow-fall
in the exaanple 1 is represented by the following rule:
{(Snow-fall (?t)) l} (.25 .35 
(none moderate hvavy) R6)
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Figure 7: The generalized BN-graph for the example
plan scheme.

In the current implementation, we provide three
combining rules: dominance. Noisy-OR and Noisy-
AND rules. For each predicate, a combining strategy
needs be specified. A combining strategy is represented
a_q an expression with dominance, Noisy-OR and Noisy-
AND as operators and rule labels as operands. In a
given context and with a given RV, our system deter-
mines the applicable rules and uses the given combin-
ing strategy to form the corresponding link matrix.

Our system allows variables with very large or infi-
nite state space. For example, the state space of snow
level is potentially infinite. We use the observation that
in concrete situations these variables may achieve only
values from finite sets to construct BNs with discrete
state variables. For example, snow level is computed
from the starting snow level, snow fall and time lapse
(see Figure 1). If the set of possible values of snow level
at the starting state is finite then the set of possible
values of snow level after the performance of a finite
sequence of actions is also finite.

For the rtmning example, when the failure is penal-
ized with 100 time units, our system returns the opti-
mal plan without the BuyChains action. If we raise
the penalty to 400 time units, the returned optimal
plan contains BuyChains. In both cases, pass 2 is cho-
sen because road C is fast enough to avoid snow build-
up. The optimal plans were returned 1V the planner
in approximately 1 minute on a Pentium 150 -%Ihz.

%Ve have applied our planner in a real problem, the
diagnosis of Suspected Pulmonary Embolism ((Erkel 

Figure 8: The decision tree. for the example plan
scheme,

al. 1996)). After defining the knowledge base, different
plan schemes incorporating expert’s knowledge were
given to the planner, which returned the corresponding
optimal plans in less than 1 minute.

Discussion and Related Work

Two-Stage Bayesian Networks

One currently active approach to Markov Decision Pro-
cesses (e.g. (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt 1995))
represents each action by a fixed two-stage BN that
combines action model, domain model, and the exe-
cution context of the action. For example, the action
DriveOnRoadA(T) wotdd be represented by the BN in
Figure 5.(b) in the two-stage BN approach. In general,
an action model in the two-stage BN approach needs
to inchtde all possibly related domain variables. In our
framework, DriveOnRoadA(T) is represented by the
two-stage BN in Figure 2.(a). The relationships with
SnowFall and SnowLevel are constructed as needed
using domain models and combining rules. Hence, we
offer a more modular and flexible representation, and
produce smaller BNs.

Relationship to Influence Diagrams

Our proposed framework is an extension of the influ-
ence diagran~ (ID) formalism. The asymmetric struc-
ture of BN link matrices has been recognized by several
authors, e.g.(Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt 1995).
In that work, link matrices are represented in the form
of decision trees and an evaluation procedures exploit-
ing asymmetric structure is investigated. BN-graphs
offer another alternative for representing and utilizing
asymmetric structures. Also, generalized-BN-graphs
are an asymmetrized form of IDs.
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Markov Decision Processes

One active approach to decision-theoretic plazming
is based on .’klarkov decision processes (Dean et el.
1993). While the traxlitionai Markov decision pro-
cess approach uses simple state transition and mastruc-
tured vMue flmction representations, more recent work
in this area. e.g (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt
1995), exploits the structure of factored state spaces,
az’tion spaces, and value fimtions to gain computa-
tionai leverage. In this paper, we have fltrther explored
the structure of action models and have gain~l com-
lmtational leverage primarily hy structuring the plan
space. Rather than dloosing from the entire set of
actions at every stage, certain choices of actions or
sub-plans often constrain our later choices of actions
or sub-plans. This observation helps to significantly
reduce the size of the plan spaces, ,’rod hence, improve
the efficiency of optimal plan generation.

In (Blythe 1996), Blythe descrihes a technique 
automatically ahstract a Marker chain to efficiently
answer specific queries.

C-BURIDAN
The main differences hetween C-BURIDAN and our
approach lie in the expressivenss of the representation
and the structuring of plazl space. Our action descrip-
tions and domain models can inchtde quantified vari-
ables. We allow derived effects of actions through do-
main relationships. We allow fimctional effects. C-
BURIDAN searches through an infinite space of plans.
Without good heuristic guidance, that can incur high
conaputational cost. There is also no guarantee that
the plazmer will eventually find a satisficing plan when
one exists. In contrast, our approach requires a user to
provide the structure of plan space. It always returns
the optimal plan(s) in the given plan space.

DRIPS
Our approach offers the following axlvantages over
DRIPS:

* The DRIPS representation does not include quanti-
fied variables or derived effects.

* DRIPS has not facility to support representation of
contingent actions.

¯ We detach action and domain models fronl the con-
tingencies and plaza structure. This modularity
makes the modification of the components of a plan-
ning problem simple.

¯ Our planner constructs BNs for plan evaluation.
These BNs caaa he utilized for mlalysis and expla-
nation tasks.

Future Research

CPs can be generalized to contain loops and parallel
control structures. Another future research topic is
the efficient re~oning on BN-graphs. Currently, we
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use the graph .,¢ti’ttcture to compactly store a set of
BNs. Yet the inference is still performed on individ-
ual conlponent nets. We are looking for more efficient
procedures which work directly on BN-graphs.

V~re plan to incorporate other forms of constraints on
the plan space that can be used in conjunction with our
plma schemes. We currently investigate more efficient
procedures for finding optimal plazl(s). ~,"e plan to in-
corporate DRIPS action abstraction techniques (Had-
dewy, Dean, & Goodwin 1995) to guide the search.
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